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 The Baby Makers
How Knowing That Sex Leads to Babies Changed Human Evolutionary History
by  Holly Dunsworth

ISBN: 9781616149178
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Prometheus Books
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 300
Price: $29.94

A single idea radically changed our species' biology and culture--reproductive consciousness (i.e., understanding that sex leads to babies) was the real "big
bang" in our evolutionary past.

No other species knowingly has sex for procreation except for humans and our prehistoric hominin predecessors. Reproductive consciousness truly sets
human sex apart and had perhaps a bigger impact on human culture than any other idea or discovery.    

That is the theme of this lively, entertainingly written examination of how our understanding of sex and its consequences has profoundly shaped nearly every
aspect of civilization. Examining evidence from both primatology and paleolithic anthropology, anthropologist Holly Dunsworth convincingly argues that
humans are the only species with the insight that sex leads to children. In terms of human culture, she shows that the byproducts of knowing about the birds
and the bees are myriad: marriage rites, adultery laws, inheritance, engagement rings, chaperones, and our flair for flirting, just to name a few. Human
reproductive consciousness has also greatly influenced other species through the ingenious ways that humans have controlled the reproduction, and guided
the evolution, of animals, plants, and even fungi and bacteria. Finally, she explores how romantic love, fatherhood, and the choice not to have children are all
gifts of reproductive consciousness.

While everyone knows that sex is important, The Baby Makers will mak ...

 The Game of Life
How Life Reflects Numbers and Numbers Reflect Life
by  Alex Bellos

ISBN: 9780385671804
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Doubleday Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 320
Price: $32.95

Who knew that math could be so incredibly interesting? 
          
Alex Bellos rescued math from the geeks with Alex's Adventures in Numberland (published here as Here's Looking at Euclid). A quest for the world's most
weird and wonderful mathematical phenomena; it won rave reviews and huge sales in his native UK.
     
The Game of Life is again a heady cocktail of history, reportage, and mathematical proofs that will leave you awestruck. The name comes from a math game
that replicates how life forms evolve--there's a mindboggling chapter on it--but captures the book's central theme of human interaction with numbers. Alex
Bellos this time goes deeper into the mathematical experience. He has sought and found answers to such questions as: What goes on in the brains of
mathematicians? Is there any truth in the stereotype of the mad math genius? What is the link between math ability and neural disorders like autism? And
what (because Bellos always approaches his subject with good humour) is the math behind wordplay and the structure of jokes?
     
In this continuation of the journey started in Numberland, Alex Bellos has sought out amazing stories from prominent mathematicians, scientists, innovators
and businesspeople. He goes deeper than ever, into some terrifying-looking territory--trigonometry, calculus, the square root of minus one--but it is his great
gift that he is able to make-even the most daunting concepts a revelatory delight for the non-mathematical reader.
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 The Knowledge

How to Rebuild Our World from Scratch
by  Lewis Dartnell

ISBN: 9781594205231
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Press HC, The
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 352
Price: $29.50

How would you go about rebuilding a technological society from scratch?
  
   If our technological society collapsed tomorrow, perhaps from a viral pandemic or catastrophic asteroid impact, what would be the one book you would
want to press into the hands of the postapocalyptic survivors? What crucial knowledge would they need to survive in the immediate aftermath and to rebuild
civilization as quickly as possible--a guide for rebooting the world? 
   Human knowledge is collective, distributed across the population. It has built on itself for centuries, becoming vast and increasingly specialized. Most of
us are ignorant about the fundamental principles of the civilization that supports us, happily utilizing the latest--or even the most basic--technology without
having the slightest idea of why it works or how it came to be. If you had to go back to absolute basics, like some sort of postcataclysmic Robinson Crusoe,
would you know how to re-create an internal combustion engine, put together a microscope, get metals out of rock, accurately tell time, weave fibers into
clothing, or even how to produce food for yourself? 
   Regarded as one of the brightest young scientists of his generation, Lewis Dartnell proposes that the key to preserving civilization in an apocalyptic
scenario is to provide a quickstart guide, adapted to cataclysmic circumstances. The Knowledge describes many of the modern technologies we employ, but
first it explains the fundamentals upon which they are built. Every piece of technology rests on an enormous support network of other technologies, all
interlinked and mutually dependent. You can't hope to build a radio, for example, without understanding how to acquire the raw materials it requires, as well
as generate the electricity needed to run it. But Dartnell doesn't just provide specific information ...

 Mother Nature Is Trying to Kill You
A Lively Tour Through the Dark Side of the Natural World
by  Dan Riskin

ISBN: 9781476707549
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Touchstone
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 272
Price: $28.99

It may be a wonderful world, but as Dan Riskin (cohost of Discovery Canada's Daily Planet) explains, it's also a dangerous, disturbing, and disgusting one.
At every turn, it seems, living things are trying to eat us, poison us, use our bodies as their homes, or have us spread their eggs. In Mother Nature Is Trying to
Kill You, Riskin is our guide through the natural world at its most gloriously ruthless. Using the seven deadly sins as a road map, Riskin offers dozens of jaw-
dropping examples that illuminate how brutal nature can truly be. From slothful worms that hide in your body for up to thirty years to wrathful snails with
poisonous harpoons that can kill you in less than five minutes to lustful ducks that have orgasms faster than you can blink, these fascinating accounts reveal
the candid truth about "gentle" Mother Nature's true colors. Riskin's passion for the strange and his enthusiastic expertise bring Earth's most fascinating flora
and fauna into vivid focus. Through his adventures-- which include sliding on his back through a thick soup of bat guano just to get face-to-face with a
vampire bat, befriending a parasitic maggot that has taken root on his head, and coming to grips with having offspring of his own--Riskin makes unexpected
discoveries not just about the world all around us but also about the ways this brutal world has shaped us as humans and what our responsibilities are to this
terrible, wonderful planet we call home.

 The Night Sky, Updated and Expanded Edition
Soul and Cosmos: The Physics and Metaphysics of the Stars and Planets
by  Richard Grossinger

ISBN: 9781583947104
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: North Atlantic Books
Pub. Date: 2014-05-06
Pages: 624
Price: $35.00

No Description
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 Nothing

Surprising Insights Everywhere from Zero to Oblivion

ISBN: 9781615192052
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: The Experiment
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 272
Price: $18.95

Incredible discoveries from the fringes of the universe to the inner workings of our minds--all from nothing!

It turns out that almost nothing is as curious--or as enlightening--as, well, nothing. What is nothingness? Where can it be found? The writers of the world's
top-selling science magazine investigate--from the big bang, dark energy, and the void to superconductors, vestigial organs, hypnosis, and the placebo
effect--and discover that understanding nothing may be the key to understanding everything:

What came before the big bang, and will our universe end?
How might cooling matter down almost to absolute zero help solve our energy crisis?
How can someone suffer from a false diagnosis as though it were true?
Does nothingness even exist? Recent experiments suggest that squeezing a perfect vacuum somehow creates light.
Why is it unfair to accuse sloths--animals who do nothing--of being lazy? And more!

Contributors Paul Davies, Jo Marchant, and Ian Stewart, along with two former editors of Nature and 16 other leading writers and scientists, marshal up-to-
the-minute research to make one of the most perplexing realms in science dazzlingly clear. Prepare to be amazed at how much more there is to nothing than
you ever realized.

 The Perfect Theory
A Century of Geniuses and the Battle over General Relativity
by Pedro G. Ferreira

ISBN: 9780547554891
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Pub. Date: 2014-02-04
Pages: 304
Price: $36.00

How did one elegant theory incite a scientific revolution?  
  Physicists have been exploring, debating, and questioning the general theory of relativity ever since Albert Einstein first presented it in 1915. Their work
has uncovered a number of the universe's more surprising secrets, and many believe further wonders remain hidden within the theory's tangle of equations,
waiting to be exposed. In this sweeping narrative of science and culture, astrophysicist Pedro Ferreira brings general relativity to life through the story of the
brilliant physicists, mathematicians, and astronomers who have taken up its challenge. For these scientists, the theory has been both a treasure trove and an
enigma, fueling a century of intellectual struggle and triumph..
 
  Einstein's theory, which explains the relationships among gravity, space, and time, is possibly the most perfect intellectual achievement of modern physics,
yet studying it has always been a controversial endeavor. Relativists were the target of persecution in Hitler's Germany, hounded in Stalin's Russia, and
disdained in 1950s America. Even today, PhD students are warned that specializing in general relativity will make them unemployable.
 
  Despite these pitfalls, general relativity has flourished, delivering key insights into our understanding of the origin of time and the evolution of all the stars
and galaxies in the cosmos. Its adherents have revealed what lies at the farthest reaches of the universe, shed light on the smallest scales of existence, and
explained how the fabric of reality emerges. Dark matter, dark energy, black holes, and string theory are all progeny of Einstein's theory.
 
  We are in the midst of a momentous transformation in modern ...
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 The Periodic Table

A Visual Guide to the Elements
by  Paul Parsons

ISBN: 9781623651107
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Quercus
Pub. Date: 2014-03-11
Pages: 224
Price: $14.95

No Description

 The Sixth Extinction
An Unnatural History
by  Elizabeth Kolbert

ISBN: 9780805092998
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Henry Holt and Co.
Pub. Date: 2014-02-11
Pages: 336
Price: $32.00

A major book about the future of the world, blending intellectual and natural history and field reporting into a powerful account of the mass extinction
unfolding before our eyes Over the last half a billion years, there have been five mass extinctions, when the diversity of life on earth suddenly and
dramatically contracted. Scientists around the world are currently monitoring the sixth extinction, predicted to be the most devastating extinction event since
the asteroid impact that wiped out the dinosaurs. This time around, the cataclysm is us. In  The Sixth Extinction, two-time winner of the National Magazine
Award and New Yorker  writer Elizabeth Kolbert draws on the work of scores of researchers in half a dozen disciplines, accompanying many of them into
the field: geologists who study deep ocean cores, botanists who follow the tree line as it climbs up the Andes, marine biologists who dive off the Great
Barrier Reef. She introduces us to a dozen species, some already gone, others facing extinction, including the Panamian golden frog, staghorn coral, the great
auk, and the Sumatran rhino. Through these stories, Kolbert provides a moving account of the disappearances occurring all around us and traces the
evolution of extinction as concept, from its first articulation by Georges Cuvier in revolutionary Paris up through the present day. The sixth extinction is
likely to be mankind's most lasting legacy; as Kolbert observes, it compels us to rethink the fundamental question of what it means to be human.
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 Social Physics

How Good Ideas SpreadThe Lessons from a New Science
by  Alex Pentland

ISBN: 9781594205651
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Press HC, The
Pub. Date: 2014-02-04
Pages: 320
Price: $29.50

From one of the world's leading data scientists, a landmark tour of the new science of idea flow, offering revolutionary insights into the mysteries of
collective intelligence and social influence  
   If the Big Data revolution has a presiding genius, it is MIT's Alex "Sandy" Pentland. Over years of groundbreaking experiments, he has distilled
remarkable discoveries significant enough to become the bedrock of a whole new scientific field: social physics. Humans have more in common with bees
than we like to admit: We're social creatures first and foremost. Our most important habits of action--and most basic notions of common sense--are wired
into us through our coordination in social groups. Social physics is about idea flow, the way human social networks spread ideas and transform those ideas
into behaviors.
  
   Thanks to the millions of digital bread crumbs people leave behind via smartphones, GPS devices, and the Internet, the amount of new information we
have about human activity is truly profound. Until now, sociologists have depended on limited data sets and surveys that tell us how people say they think
and behave, rather than what they actually do. As a result, we've been stuck with the same stale social structures--classes, markets--and a focus on individual
actors, data snapshots, and steady states. Pentland shows that, in fact, humans respond much more powerfully to social incentives that involve rewarding
others and strengthening the ties that bind than incentives that involve only their own economic self-interest.
  
   Pentland and his teams have found that they can study patterns of information exchange in a social network without any knowledge of the actual content of
the information an ...

 Sonic Wonderland
A Scientific Odyssey of Sound
by  Trevor Cox

ISBN: 9781847922106
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House UK
Pub. Date: 2014-02-25
Pages: 320
Price: $45.00

No Description

 Welcome to Mars
Politics, Pop Culture, and Weird Science in 1950s America
by  Ken Hollings,  Erik Davis

ISBN: 9781583947616
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: North Atlantic Books
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 304
Price: $15.54

No Description
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 What Should We Be Worried About?

Real Scenarios That Keep Scientists Up at Night
by  John Brockman

ISBN: 9780062296238
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-02-03
Pages: 528
Price: $19.99

Drawing from the horizons of science, today's leading thinkers reveal the hidden threats nobody is talking about--and expose the false fears everyone else is
distracted by.
What should we be worried about? That is the question John Brockman, publisher of Edge.org ("The world's smartest website"--The Guardian), posed to the
planet's most influential minds. He asked them to disclose something that, for scientific reasons, worries them--particularly scenarios that aren't on the
popular radar yet. Encompassing neuroscience, economics, philosophy, physics, psychology, biology, and more--here are 150 ideas that will revolutionize
your understanding of the world.
Steven Pinker uncovers the real risk factors for war * Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi peers into the coming virtual abyss * Nobel laureate Frank Wilczek laments
our squandered opportunities to prevent global catastrophe * Seth Lloyd calculates the threat of a financial black hole * Alison Gopnik on the loss of
childhood * Nassim Nicholas Taleb explains why firefighters understand risk far better than economic "experts" * Matt Ridley on the alarming re-emergence
of superstition * Daniel C. Dennett and george dyson ponder the impact of a major breakdown of the Internet * Jennifer Jacquet fears human-induced
damage to the planet due to "the Anthropocebo Effect" * Douglas Rushkoff fears humanity is losing its soul * Nicholas Carr on the "patience deficit" * Tim
O'Reilly foresees a coming new Dark Age * Scott Atran on the homogenization of human experience * Sherry Turkle explores what's lost when kids are
constantly connected * Kevin Kelly outlines the looming "underpopulation bomb" * Helen Fisher on the fate of men * Lawrence Krauss dreads what we
don't know about the universe * Susan Blackmore on the loss of manual skills * Kate Jeffery on the death of death * plus J. Craig Venter, Daniel Goleman,
Virginia Heffernan, Sam Harris, Brian Eno, Martin Rees, and more
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